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Abstract
I investigated a difference between the two sexes with Hasegawa Dementia Scale. The Hasegawa
Dementia Scale (see table1) had made by Dr. Hasegawa (1974). When I was young I had made a test
sheet (see table2) whith reference to the original Hasegawa Dementia Scale.I have used it in the hospital
as a clinical psychologist. The primary patient group is composed of a sample of 3567 psychological
case records (2 years−93 years) which were registered in the hospitals from the year 1975 to the year
2003. There is a statistical difference between the two sexes in the primary patient group (p<0.01 2171
men and 1396 women). The second patient group is composed of a sample of 217men and 197 women
which were picked out below thirty years patient in the primary patient group. There is no statistical
difference between the two sexes in the second patient group. The third patient group is a sample of
below thirty years patients injured by traffic accident . The 50men and the 12 women were picked out as
a third patient group in the second patient group. I showed the criteria of dementia of The Hasegawa
Dementia Scale and clinical illustlation of The Hasegawa Dementia Scale for psychiatric patients (see
table 3, 4, 5) and for physical rehabilitation patients (see table 6, 7, 8). There is no statistical difference
between the two sexes in the third patient group with Hasegawa Dementia Scale.
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